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Abstract 
Recognizing the impact of system complexity on the success of a system’s development has created significant research efforts 
towards measuring system complexity. In particular, the research community has proposed techniques to measure three types of 
system complexity: (1) structural complexity, which measures the complexity resulting from physical interconnection of 
components; (2) functional complexity, which measures the complexity resulting from interconnection of system functions; and 
(3) organizational complexity, which measures the contractual interconnection of the different organizations developing the system. 
The majority of these metrics focus on measuring aspects of the complexity of an existing system or design. However, a metric to 
anticipate the complexity induced by the problem itself on a system’s development is lacking. We therefore present the concept of 
Problem Complexity as the complexity level that a set of requirements can impose to any system fulfilling them. In addition, we
mathematically demonstrate using the concept of joint entropy how problem complexity defines the minimum level of complexity 
a system can achieve for a given set of requirements. The paper suggests an analytic formulation to measure the complexity induced 
by a set of requirements in a system’s development that is based on a set of heuristics that facilitate identification of conflicts 
between requirements. The use of such analytical formulation is showcased on a notional case-study. 
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1. Introduction 
Levels of system success or failure, or in other words system affordability, are often measured in three dimensions: 
performance, cost, and schedule. Several researchers have related system and development complexities to difficulties 
in meeting expectations in those three dimensions.1,2,3,4,5 Since reducing complexity is therefore necessary to facilitate 
success, it is of paramount importance to identify the origins of complexity in a system’s development.5 
Two major research trends address this topic, which will be discussed in the next section. The first one investigates 
how the complexity of a system can be measured. The second one tries to identify factors that correlate to variability 
of system affordability and aim at estimating expected affordability impact, yet they are unable to measure actual 
complexity. Although their value is out of question, they have two significant limitations. Measuring complexity of a 
system requires a system’s architecture or a design to exist and, consequently, efforts to reduce complexity can only 
occur after some effort has already been invested in the system development. Estimating affordability impacts enables 
more adequate definition of cost, schedule, or risk budgets, yet it cannot help in mitigating or reducing complexity 
itself. 
This paper addresses the following question: would it be possible to anticipate the dynamic range of complexity of 
a system or its development may have before the actual development begins? In other words, given a set of 
requirements, would it be possible to determine the minimum complexity level we could expect of a candidate system 
or its development? To answer them, we propose the concept of Problem Complexity as a measure of the size of the 
solution space and mathematically prove that it limits the minimum level of complexity that a system of its 
development can achieve. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses various understandings of complexity in systems engineering 
and provides a review of existing literature on the topics of system complexity measures and cost growth factors. The 
concept of problem complexity is presented in section 3, together with a mathematical definition and a discussion on 
how different complexity types can be treated in comparable manner. Its use is showcased in section 4. The paper 
concludes with a short summary of the conclusions and a proposal for future work in section 5. 
 
Nomenclature 
C complexity index 
Cf  functional complexity index 
Co organizational complexity index 
Cp problem complexity index 
Cs structural complexity index 
rf functional requirement 
H scaling factor related to a conflicting requirement heuristic  
2. Literature review 
2.1. Understanding system complexity 
In complexity science, complexity is often defined as “that property of a model which makes it difficult to formulate 
its overall behavior in a given language, even when given reasonably complete information about its atomic 
components and their inter-relations”.6 In fact, this notion of emergence is what sets apart complex systems from 
complicated ones.7,8,9,10 Because emergence exists in systems with large numbers of independent variables of highly 
unknown interactions11, the study of complexity in system or product development has primarily addressed three 
dimensions12,13, which seem to be correlated12,13,14,15(ref. Table 1). 
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     Table 1. System development complexity dimensions. 
Dimension Description 
Functional Results from a system’s functional architecture and measures the level of interdependence between system functions 
Structural Results from a system’s physical architecture and measures the level of interdependence between system components.  
Organizational Results from a project’s industrial set-up and measures the level of interdependence between the organizations 
developing a system  
 
In contrast, complexity is often used in an industrial context to refer to the difficulty to develop a system. Several 
authors have identified system properties, such as performance targets, functional size, or physical interdependencies 
that correlate to some extent with expected project outcome, primarily with performance shortfalls, schedule delays, 
and cost overruns .16,17,18,19,20,21,22 Realizing the need to structure the understanding of system complexity, some authors 
have proposed a taxonomy that organizes complexity concepts in three types of complexity and four entities that can 
show complexity.23,24 The results are of paramount importance because system complexity is recognized as an inherent 
property of various entities around a system context, thus not only owned by the system itself. Moreover, the paper 
identifies generic types that are applicable across all entities (ref. Table 2). In addition, out of 39 complexity factors 
extracted from over 300 definitions in existing literature, only requirements, cognitive fog, and stakeholder 
relationships correlated in a statistically significant manner with all three outcomes.23,25 Yet, research has not addressed 
in depth how to measure the complexity imposed by a set of requirements beyond a correlation to project resource 
need based on qualitative assessments.26 
     Table 2. Complexity taxonomy.23,24 
Type Description Entity Description 
Structural Size, connectivity, diversity System System of interest 
Dynamic Short-term, long-term Project The system (project) designing and building the system 
Sociopolitical  Environment Where the system operates 
  Cognition Understanding or people interacting with the system or its development 
 
2.2. Measuring system complexity 
Existing literature shows inconclusive approaches towards measuring complexity in systems engineering, being 
most of them primarily concerned with evaluating properties of the system being built.25 Two major trends coexist. 
The first one uses the concept of entropy and defines complexity as the level of disorder within a system, recognizing 
that system architecture usually becomes more complicated or complex as the system evolves.27 Although, an actual 
way of measure system entropy does not exist yet, it could be a function of “legacy interfaces, legacy components, 
organizational forces, customer resistance to change, supply chain management, and original system architecture”.27 
The second approach measures complexity as a function of a system’s constituent parts and their interactions. In 
contrast to the first approach, several measurement methods have been proposed, being structural complexity probably 
the most extended because it does not only evaluate the amount of components and interactions, but also reflects the 
actual emergent properties of dynamic cycles.28 
2.3. Requirements as problem definition elements 
Requirements in the form of discrete targets, fuzzy objectives, or value functions, set the boundary conditions under 
which a system is developed.29 Therefore, they define the problem to be solved. Using COSYSMO as a starting point, 
a problem can be defined by the amount of requirements to be fulfilled and their level of difficulty.26 Difficulty in 
requirements cannot really be evaluated in isolated requirements, but rather as the level of conflict existing within a 
set of requirements.30 In this context, conflicting requirements are defined as those in which “fulfilling one requirement 
reduces the chances of fulfilling another set of requirements” .30 Although some techniques to identify and measure 
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level of conflicts have been proposed for large-scale systems, their foundations on pair-wise comparisons make them 
flawed as actual measuring techniques.30 Consequently, a different strategy is needed. 
3. Problem complexity 
3.1. Analytical definition of problem complexity 
We propose that problem complexity is a function of the size of the solution space. Because a problem is defined 
by a set of requirements, we assert that problem complexity is a function of the amount of requirements to be fulfilled 
and the level of conflict between them. However, because determining requirement tension through pair-wise 
comparisons is flawed 30 , structural complexity-like approaches cannot be used to assess complexity induced by 
requirements. We propose instead a method that evaluates the effects each requirement would have on solutions. In 
order to structure then how different requirements contribute to the overall problem complexity, we utilize a previous 
work in which we proposed a minimum amount of requirement types that would fulfill the partition criterion, i.e., (1) 
any type of system requirement could be allocated to one of the categories, and (2) there is no overlap between the 
different categories. Building on the previous work, any requirement would fit one of the following categories: 
Functional requirements, Performance requirements, Resource requirements, and Interaction requirements.31 Using 
this taxonomy, functional requirements would define the size of the problem to be solved, while the other categories 
would determine the amount and level of conflicts a solution would need to deal with.  
Following this concept of size and modifiers, and having in mind the capability of calibrating the estimator 
according to different organization’s experiences, we propose a mathematical definition for problem complexity that 
follows the structure of COSYSMO parametric estimator26, which uses additive factors when the variable has local 
effects, multiplicative factors when the effect is global, and exponential factors when the variable has global and 
emergent effects depending on the size of variable. 
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K is a calibration factor that allows problem complexity to be adjusted to accurately reflect an organization’s 
business performance. The first term represents the size of the requirement set, i.e., how many functional requirements 
ݎ௙ the system has to fulfill. These are weighted (a) to reflect inherent difficulty of requirements and adjusted for 
diseconomies of scale (E). The last term represents complexity modifiers derived from amount and types of conflicts 
(H). They are adjusted to reflect influence and diseconomies of scale (b). Although the analytical definition allows for 
using unlimited amount of conflicts, we propose in this paper four types of conflicts, which are based on heuristics to 
identify conflicting requirements:  
(1) A conflict may exist when two or more requirements oblige the system to operate in two or more phases of 
matter. 
(2) A conflict may exist when two or more requirements compete for the same resource. 
(3) A conflict may exist when two or more requirements inject opposing directions in laws of physics. 
(4) A conflict may exist when two or more requirements inject opposing directions in laws of society. 
3.2. Effects of problem complexity on overall system complexity 
The importance of evaluating problem complexity is better understood when studying its effects on the overall 
complexity of a system. In order to achieve that, we propose an analytical framework that enables comparing the 
effects of different types of complexity on an overall system complexity. Such capability opens a door to a wholly 
new way of investigating system complexity, as the effects of different types or entities of complexity can be evaluated 
together. For example, it allows determining how project organization and functional architecture affect system 
complexity as a whole. 
The proposed framework consists of two major elements: the complexity types or entities that contribute to the 
overall complexity and the underlying mathematical definition that adds them up together.   
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In order to make different types of complexity comparable, a common complexity measure is needed. We propose 
to use entropy due to its generality of application (defined simply as level of disorder). If we assume entropy is a valid 
measure of complexity, even if measuring system complexity in entropy terms remains still unknown, then it is 
possible to translate its mathematical properties when computing complexity. Consequently, for every measure of 
complexity ܥܯa function ܨshould exist that is able to transform such measure in an entropy-like one ܧ, as expressed 
in equation 2. 
 ܨǣ ܥܯ ՜ ܧ (2) 
 
Once two or more complexity types have been transformed to the entropy domain, these can be added to compute 
their joint entropy or overall complexity using Shannon’s generalized expression as basis.32 
 
 ܥሺܥଵ ڮܥ௡ሻ ൌ െ෍ڮ෍ܲሺܿଵ ڮܿ௡ሻ ή ݈݋݃௝ሾܲሺܿଵ ڮܿ௡ሻሿ
௖೙௖భ
 (3) 
 
This mathematical definition has two major implications regarding how different complexities contribute to the 
overall complexity of a system or its development: 
(1) The overall complexity is greater than or equal to all of the individual complexities. This result is extremely 
important for system development, as it conveys the message that system complexity (respectively simplicity) 
will be ultimately limited by the most complex contributor in a system. 
(2) The overall complexity is lower than or equal to the sum of all individual complexities. The interest of this 
result is that is consistent with previous work that proved correlation between the different complexities, 
which provides confidence on the adequacy of joint entropy as a measure of overall complexity. 
As a result of such properties, overall complexity can be constructed on a hierarchical fashion. This facilitates 
complexity construction in large-scale programs with a high number of parts, organizations, and alike. For the purpose 
of this paper, we define system complexity as a function of the size of the tradespace where the system shall exist 
(problem complexity), its functional architecture (functional complexity), its physical architecture (structural 
complexity), and the contractual set up used for its development (organizational complexity) (ref. Fig. 1). 
 
 
Fig. 1. Complexity Framework. 
Equation 4 shows the specific instantiation of equation 3. As discussed, being problem complexity one of the 
variables, it will actually set the minimum boundary to the level of complexity that could be achieved by a system. 
This has significant implications to system development. Basically, effectiveness of efforts to reduce system 
complexity through architectural activities or contractual negotiations will always be limited on a first instance by the 
set of requirements that need to be fulfilled. Consequently, and having into account that requirement definition usually 
occurs at the initial stages of system development, identification of requirements that significantly contribute to 
problem complexity is of capital importance to ensure limited system complexity as system development evolves. 
 
 ܥ൫ܥ௣ǡ ܥ௙ǡ ܥ௦௧௥ǡ ܥ௢൯ ൌ െ෍෍෍෍ܲ൫ܿ௣ǡ ௙ܿǡ ܿ௦ǡ ܿ௢൯ ή ݈݋݃௝ൣܲ൫ܿ௣ǡ ௙ܿǡ ܿ௦ǡ ܿ௢൯൧
௖೚௖ೞ௖೑௖೛
 (4) 
 
The resulting system complexity value could be used then as input to compute an overall complexity figure 
together with other entities as presented in the framework in Table 2 using the same analytical approach. 
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4. Case study 
4.1. Approach 
An excerpt of a notional set of requirements for a car is given. In order to make the case study more general, fuzzy 
requirements are used. However, this does not impact the results of the study. The proposed method to determine 
problem complexity is compared against a traditional difficulty assessment method. Impacts of two methods in de-
scoping requirements are compared. Complexity of resulting systems is evaluated using analytical definition given in 
equation 1 and compared to subject matter expert assessment. 
Evaluation of inherent difficulty to fulfill each requirement and determination of conflicts based on the proposed 
method have been performed through interviews with subject matter experts.  
A notional calibration of the proposed analytical definition has been employed.  
Table 3 lists the notional set of fuzzy requirements for this case study. 
     Table 3. Case study requirements. 
ID Requirement Dinh H3. Opposing laws of physics rf S1 S2 
R1 Standard driving functionality 1  X Yes Yes 
R2 4x wheel traction 2  X Yes Yes 
R3 Big trunk 1 High mass  Yes No 
R4 Airbag 1  X Yes Yes 
R5 Auto parking 3  X No Yes 
R6 Auto breaking 3  X No Yes 
R7 High speed & acceleration 2 Low mass / high energy  Yes Yes 
R8 High autonomy 2 Low mass / low energy  Yes Yes 
 
4.2. Method 1: Assessing difficulty of individual requirements 
Using difficulty definitions in line with COSYSMO, difficulty of each requirement ܦ௜௡௛ has been determined (1 
refers to easy requirement and 3 to difficult requirement). Assuming impact estimation for the given set of 
requirements would be not acceptable for the given project constraints, uncertainty reduction would be primarily 
accomplished by trying to de-scope the most difficult requirements, in this case R5 and R6, resulting in a system that 
fulfills the set of requirements defined in S1. 
4.3. Method 2: Calculating problem complexity 
Given the set of requirements in Table 3, problem complexity is calculated in three steps: 
(1) Analytic formulation is calibrated. For the purpose of this paper, a notional calibration is used (K=1; E=1.1; 
b=1.4). 
(2) Requirements are categorized, specially identifying functional requirements. Then, they are weighted according 
to their relative difficulty. In this paper, we assume that ܦ௜௡௛ is equivalent to such weighting. 
(3) Using pre-defined heuristics, conflicting requirements are identified. Given the notional set of requirements and 
the scope of this paper, only Heuristic 3 on finding requirements that induce opposing forces in laws of physics is 
used. In the given example, R3 implies high mass when trunk is loaded, which conflicts with R7 to have high speed 
and acceleration and R8 to provide high autonomy. In addition, R7 demands high energy to provide high speed and 
acceleration, whereas R8 demands low energy in order to provide higher autonomy. 
(4) Calculate problem complexity using equation 1. 
In this case, if the resulting problem complexity is higher than desired, requirement de-scoping is driven by 
sensitivity analysis of the terms of equation 1. In the given notional case, conflicting requirements from Heuristic 3 
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drive problem complexity. Consequently, it is decided to de-scope R3, resulting in a system that fulfills the set of 
requirements defined in S2. 
4.4. Results 
Both methods inform different decisions with respect to which requirements need to be de-scoped to reduce system 
or development complexity. A comparison between their outcomes is necessary to understand their benefits and 
drawbacks (ref. Table 4). Both methods inform different decisions with respect to which requirements need to be de-
scoped to reduce system or development complexity. Analyzed problem complexity for both resulting systems is in 
line with independent assessment of subject matter experts. Interestingly enough, the results show how de-scoping 
easy requirements result in higher complexity reduction than de-scoping difficult requirements. This result is in line 
with the notion that difficulty of requirements cannot be used as a complexity metric in isolation, but rather the 
combined effects of requirements, which actually define the size of the solution space, drive problem complexity. 
     Table 4. Comparison of the results 
Element S1 S2 
Problem complexity 58.61 33.22 
Resulting functionality 3/5 5/5 
Resulting performance 3/3 2/3 
Relative complexity subject matter expert ՛ ՝ 
Dinh de-scoped requirements 3 1 
5. Conclusions 
The present research contributes to the state of the art in system complexity by providing an analytical formulation 
to compute the complexity induced by a set of requirements. In addition, it provides an analytical framework that 
enables (1) comparing the effects of different types of complexity and (2) quantitatively determining system or overall 
complexity as a function of various types of complexities. The analytical framework uses the concept of joint entropy 
as underlying theory. This concept is particularly suitable because using entropy to measure system complexity has 
been widely accepted in the research community and its mathematical properties are consistent with results from 
independent empirical research on the correlation between different types of complexities for a given system. 
Computation of problem complexity is based on a requirements categorization model that fulfills the partition criteria 
and a set of heuristics that enable identifying conflicting requirements of a set of requirements as a whole, which 
avoids the flaws of pair-wise comparisons.  
The suitability of the proposed approach to measure problem complexity given a set of requirements has been 
investigated with a notional case study. The investigation shows how traditional approaches to de-scope requirements 
based on individual difficulty levels may not achieve significant impacts on expected program outcomes. In contrast, 
the concept and definition of problem complexity enables a deeper understanding of the effects a set of requirements 
could have on system development and, therefore, it facilitates a more informed decision towards improving program 
outcomes.   
Finally, we propose and plan to pursue the following research steps: 
(1) Validate heuristics based on surveying subject matter experts across different industries. 
(2) Perform a relative calibration of the problem complexity analytical formulation based on subject matter expert 
feedback regarding qualitative comparisons between sets of requirements. 
(3) Perform an absolute quantitative calibration of the problem complexity analytical formulation based on existing 
project data. 
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